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These must be addressed adequately and need concerted strategies. The changing retail market landscape P.
Also Shwapno, the supermarket brand, has just introduced its beta version of online shopping. Most recently a
local startup named Pathao , has started experimenting around grocery delivery with their service called
Pathao Tong. While the local mom and pop shops In Bengali Mudir Dokan are still larger contributors to
turnover of consumer goods, super shops are slowly turning those customers into their value chain while
creating new customers as well. In quick succession, Agora was followed by Nandan, initially with two
large-scale outlets and Meena Bazar with four medium-scale outlets. This can be the key to reach the ultimate
consumer satisfaction by satisfying their queries. The research includes historic data from to and forecasts
until which makes the report an invaluable Read More Editorial: Five years on from the collapse of Rana
Plaza: how reliable and competitive is Bangladesh as a sourcing location? Bangladesh has an un-doubtable
depth of poverty, but has been one of the 'Next-Eleven tier' of developing economies keeping industrial
development as priority. However, the retailing sector in Bangladesh is undeveloped, structurally weak and
fragmented, compared to its South Asian counterparts. The rate of growth of retailing in Bangladesh over
recent years was 7. The panel session was an interactive one with active audience participation. In , ACI Ltd.
Stretching the discussion further, Yeamin Sharif talked about merchandising, category management and
standard of processes that are needed to be addressed accordingly. Bangladesh has an un-doubtable depth of
poverty, but has been one of the 'Next-Eleven tier' of developing economies keeping industrial development as
priority. The Euromonitor identified Bangladesh as one of the 20th most promising future markets that will
bring great opportunities for consumer goods companies worldwide. It can solve the problem to get this
concept connected with the E-commerce and have direct access to consumers; leading the way to effective
Fintech. Retail stores in Bangladesh, irrespective of product line and price, have begun to appear in diverse
shapes and sizes, with convenience stores, discount stores, department stores and superstores a recent
phenomenon. Therefore, it is the time for the sector, retail owners, The government, regulatory bodies and
other interested stakeholders to become more proactive and develop a concerted strategy to address various
challenges and make this sector another booming area in the future which will bring investment, world class
services, knowledge, technology and pride. The media in the form of television, print, radio and social media
for the younger generations at least has become a powerful tool for accessing potential customers as well as
consolidating and developing a brand or raising awareness. This is as such that business model requires to
revamp to survive the competition. The clothing industry's development has been aided by government
policies aimed at encouraging foreign investment and allowing private He has twenty-two years of experience
in consulting and managing large transformational projects for clients spanning across industries and
geographies. The distribution network in Bangladesh Evolution of the Sector Bangladesh has experienced a
fast economic growth over the past decade, with an average growth rate of over 6. The research includes
historical data from to and forecasts until which makes the report an invaluable resource for industry This
price sensitivity is very much of a phenomenon across the globe and will not be untouched. The dramatic
changes in sales growth are attributed to rapid changes in urban expanded middle and upper-class consumers'
purchasing behaviour. Changing tastes and expectations have seen retail shopping move into the realms of
being an experience, one where the shopper or visitor enjoys clean air-conditioned and secure surroundings,
Some Middle-Class Bangladeshis, who are used to living in gated communities, prefer the new shopping
experience at these superstores as they feel more familiar with the shopping style than they would be visiting
overcrowded, open 'wet' markets for their everyday grocery shopping. Link Retail environment in Bangladesh
can be segregated into two streams; organized retail and unorganized retail. Professor Dr. She has rolled out
diverse marketing campaigns for impactful brand building and marketing across platforms including CRM,
Brand Communications and PR. Tareque Aziz, the power of listening to the consumers always happens at the
retail stores. These stores usually exist in semi-urban and urban areas. There are about supermarkets, with the
first ones opening more ten years ago. However, the industry players should buckle up to match up the pace
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with the global market, not just in taking new initiatives but also improving the value chain infrastructure.


